Claudia's new show

Diana and Ana had just won 2 tickets to the premier of Claudia's new show, where Claudia would assist a magician onstage for the show’s finalé. Diana and Ana were listening to their favorite radio station when the DJ came on air announcing he had a pair of tickets and an exclusive meet and greet with Claudia after the show. “All you have to do is be the fifth caller,” he said. Diana quickly grabbed her cellphone and dialed the number as fast as her fingers could move. The DJ Answered “Hey, you’re caller 5! Congratulations! You just won the pair of tickets and get to hang out with Claudia after the show! How do you feel?!” Diana shrieked with joy and began to jump up and down with Ana, the DJ telling his listeners “Well it looks like they are speechless. Let’s get back to the music!” The DJ put on another song and informed Diana to come down to pick up the prize then sign some papers. The two girls were so exited to finally get to see Claudia in person they just signed on the dotted line and grabbed their tickets and went back home to get ready for the show.

Diana and Ana just arrived at the studio, making their way to the front row right next to the stage. The show was going great and Diana was enjoying every minute of it. Up next was the magician, and she was excited to see what he had up his sleeve. Diana had always enjoyed the notion of magic and was happy to get to see it up close like this. Claudia was sitting in her chair, watching the Magician saw his lovely assistant in half. When he finished, she sprang up and walked over to see if she was really split in two or if it was just a cheap trick. Claudia opened up the box for the cameras to see and her face went white as she saw the assistant’s upper half intact, completely separate from her lower half. “No legs scrunched up or nothing” she announced, as the magician closed the box and began to put the assistant back together.

For his last trick, the Magician announced that he would need the help of 2 people, his host Claudia, and someone from the audience. Diana shot her hand up as fast as she could and began waving it back and forth with all her might. Claudia walked to center stage and pointed to Diana. The Magician went behind the curtain and rolled out to center stage a box. On the front of the box sat 2 and a human size chute on top. Claudia grabbed Diana by the hand and lead her to the stage next to the machine. The Magician asked them both “Who want to be first into the wringer?” Claudia pushed Diana forward and hid behind her. The lovely assistant climbed up a ladder to the top of the machine and fed her legs into the chute. The magician pushed a small green button on the machine and the assistant began to slowly move down into the chute. A few seconds pass and a small sliver of red and skin tone appear from between the rollers on the machine’s front. Slowly the woman disappeared into the machine, a thin pinkish tan sheet appearing out the rollers. “Is-Is that the assistant!” shouted Claudia. The Magician grabbed the pinkish tan sheet from the rollers and held it up. “Well why don't you see for yourself?” Claudia reached out with her hand, still hiding behind Diana, and touched the thin sheet that was the assistant “I-it’s warm and soft like...” Claudia jumped back behind Diana. Diana watched as the thin assistant’s eyes blinked while she felt her flattened form between her fingers. The Magician paraded around the stage, holding the newly flattened assistant high in the air for all to see. He then slid the assistant between the rollers and, pressing the orange button on the machine, it began to pull the thin sheet back into the wringer. The assistant slowly appeared up through the top of the machine, waving once her hands were free. The magician turned to face Diana and the cowering Claudia, asking “So, who is next?” Claudia shouted in response “I don't think I need to assist you with this trick, but I'm sure this lady would like to be flattened!” as she pushed Diana towards the Magician. “Well miss, would you mind?” asked the Magician, extending his hand to her. Diana was hesitant, but could not resist being a guest assistant on a nation wide tv show. The magician grinned as he helped her up into the machine.

The assistant walked over to the machine and pressed the green button. She began to gesture in
front of the machine, looking back to give Diana a quick wink and nod as the machine grabbed Diana's feet. Diana looked down at her feet, feeling a prickly sensation almost as though her foot was falling asleep. Her eyes grew wide as she watched her feet disappear into the thin slit between the two rollers, pulling her into the machine. As she was fed further she looked over the top of the chute at the front of the machine, and could see her high heels sticking out with her feet still in them, pressed flat, Diana felt strange as her hips were flattened by the magical wringer. Soon her head was the only thing still in three dimensions, but the machine quickly fixed that as her head appeared with a smile on her flattened face. The assistant gently picked up the flattened Diana from between the rollers, Diana able to feel the assistant’s hands hold her as she showed her to the applauding audience. Ana took a picture of her flattened friend as the assistant brought Diana’s flattened form to her seat and draped her over the back of the chair. Diana looked around in fear, thinking she might not be restored back to her normal self. Ana poked Diana's chest trying to figure out what fabric the prop was made of, the flattened Diana glaring at her, as Ana was feeling her arm like a fine quilt between her fingers.

The Magician continued as he and his assistant forced Claudia into the machine, Claudia struggling every inch of the way through the rollers. The assistant grabbed Claudia from the rollers and showed her to the crowd, her shocked expression and hands trying to shield her face from the rollers invoking laughter from the crowd. The crowd stood up in ovation for the Magician, the assistant folding Claudia up into a nice, neat 2x2 inch square and placing her into her bosoms with a smirk on her face as the crowd cleared. Diana was beginning to worry she was forgotten as the assistant asked Ana if she knew her, pointing to Diana still draped over her chair. Ana replied with a sarcastic “Yeah”, as the assistant pulled out from between her bosoms the folded and flattened Claudia and handed her to Ana. “Consider this a souvenir of today's show. Try to take care of her now, she is famous after all! Oh, and your little friend too”, she said with a smirk on her face as she walked backstage. Diana was now filled with dread that she would not be restored, but instead stay her friend’s souvenir. Ana grabbed Diana and folded her up into a small square, her face on top and stuck her and Claudia in her purse. Both women, thinking about the sensation they felt going through the magical machine, wondered if they will ever be back to normal again...